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Post Office Mary
by Gary Nereson

Reach out, engage, be KGGG (Kind, Good, Gracious, and Generous).
Random acts of kindness, an encouraging word, an understanding ear,
honestly caring about someone – you just don't know what effect your words,
deeds, and actions may have on others, be they a friend, family member,
relative, or even a complete stranger. It is also likely that you may never know
the silent impact you had on that individual. I think that coaches and
counselors know this well, but it applies to everyone.
I was the recipient of such an action – a stranger's kindness and compassion. It
happened about three years ago. My wife, Gayle (Sunshine) had died 6 months
earlier from cancer, and I was struggling deeply with my loss. About this time I
received a letter in my mailbox – no return address or name.
STORY CONTINUES ON PAGE 5

Gayle Nereson

A Story of Coincidences
by Lisa Hanneman

My story starts with my 19-year-old
son Nathan Carlson Crowe being
diagnosed with a glioblastoma brain
tumor in 2011. That did not define
him, he was really known for his love
of the drums, drawing, playing and
listening to music, nature, fishing and
laughing.
We did all the protocols, but this is a
cancer that keeps coming back. We did
chemo, cyber knife (a radiosurgery),
radiation, temodar, avanstin (two drug Nathan Carlson Crowe
treatments) and 3 resections to remove
cancerous tissue. Over the 5 years that he lived with this I
started to attend a local support group called Fox Valley
Brain Tumor Coalition that met once a month and also put
on a fundraiser every September called the Journey of Hope
Walk. Nathan chose not to attend the meetings and did not
want to go to the fundraiser walk until 2015.
STORY CONTINUES ON PAGE 4

19th Annual Celebration and
Remembrance Event via Zoom
by Julie Bonde & Karen Bonde

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic shutdown, we were forced
to cancel our 18th Annual Celebration which had been
planned to be in person. So this year, with the magic of
Zoom Meetings, we celebrated our 19th Dragonfly Project
Celebration and Remembrance Event on our screens.
Despite the challenges and the adaptations required, it went
pretty well. More than 85 people attended via Zoom. And
others likely watched the recording later.

STORY CONTINUES ON PAGE 3

Executive Director’s Corner:
Supporting Those in Need and
The Dragonfly Project
By Pete Bonde

This biannual newsletter has a story about a surprise
card from ‘Mary at the Post Office.” You never know
what a random act of kindness can lead to. And a story
about coincidences; Lisa receiving a Dragonfly card two
days before a memorial event; finding out her sister
volunteered for The Dragonfly Project just like she did.
We also have a nice summary of our annual celebration
from March. Check these articles out if you have not
already.
As we have done in the
past, we had a challenge
match as part of our
annual celebration and
remembrance program in
March. Brian Macho, a
friend of our family, our
financial advisor, and
someone who knew Hans
personally, offered to
match up to $3,000. What
Brian Macho
a success it was! I believe
this challenge helped us to
reach a record donation amount ($4,292) during our
matching days from March 11-19. We nearly doubled
our previous high! How did it happen? Was it Brian

Macho’s personal presentation? Was it our advertising?
Was it the fact that we didn’t have a celebration last
year? Was it because it was a virtual event and we
reached outside of the Twin Cities area? Send me your
ideas. Whatever it was, along with Brian’s match, we
raised $7,292! Thanks to everyone who made this
happen. This will help us reach even more families with
a message of hope.
For 2021 we have a goal of sending out 13,000
dragonfly packets to those who are grieving. This is an
ambitious goal. You can help us by getting some
packets (cards with keychains and dragonfly story) from
our website (Condolence Cards) and sending to
someone in need. To provide more impact, sign up to
be an Adopt-a-State volunteer (Volunteer Forms) or
recruit someone else. We are especially looking for
people to find recipients in these states [ME, MT, NC,
ND, NV, OR, PA, UT, WV, and WY] to send a
message of hope.
If you would like to give a donation to The Dragonfly
Project, you can use the included envelope (if you
received the hardcopy of this newsletter), or use this
link to make an online donation: Make-a-donation to
The Dragonfly Project.
Please contact me at
execdirector@dragonflyproject.org if you have any
questions or comments about The Dragonfly Project.

Pete

Photos provided by
some of our recipients.

The Dragonfly Buzzette is the official newsletter of The Dragonfly Project and is published twice a year.
The next issue will be published in Fall 2021. The Dragonfly Buzzette team consists of Julie Bonde, Karen
Bonde, Peter Bonde, Valerie Marquardt, Patsy Kahmann and P.J. Tombarge.
If you would like to share your dragonfly story with us, please fill out the form by clicking the link on this web
page: dragonflyproject.org/share-your-story
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We began the celebration, like we always do, with our board member and volunteer, PJ Tombarge, reading The Dragonfly
Story. Karen Bonde, board chair, gave us a business update (For a more complete report, check out the PDF of the
Celebration Program on the Annual Celebration on our website. See link below.)

We had two wonderful guest speakers, Lisa Hanneman and Bertha Steele. Lisa Hanneman
shared her story of losing her son Nathan to brain cancer and then becoming a Dragonfly
Project volunteer after receiving the card and keychain from another volunteer. Lisa is a
wonderful addition to our Adopt-a-State program covering an area in Wisconsin. (You can
read more of her story on the front page.) After years of trying to get her to speak, we were
honored to have one of our regular volunteers, Bertha Steele, share her beautiful story with
us about her son Aaron . Bertha has been an Adopt-a-State volunteer in Ohio since 2007.
It was such a treat to meet her and hear her story. If you would like to know more of her
story, you can read about it in the Spring 2020 issue of the Dragonfly Buzzette, which can
be found in our newsletter archives on our website. In between the two speakers we had a
lovely break with live music from Geralyn Danielson Sorensen, a good friend and long
time supporter of The Dragonfly Project. Geralyn shared one of her favorite songs by one
of her favorite composers: “Nature’s Sweet Endless Song” by Hap Palmer.
After the speeches, our remembering time began with our annual Memorial Photo
Montage, with photos and words sent by loved ones to us. Music for the slide show was
Geralyn Danielson Sorensen
provided by Luke Bonde. The United States reached the half a million mark of people
dying from COVID-19 shortly before our program. So Pete and Julie Bonde took a
moment to share with the group, “how much is a half a million?” followed by a minute of silence to honor them. By the
way, if we had taken one minute of silence for each of the people who died by that day, we would have had to be in silence
just over a year. That’s how much half a million is. It is a LOT of people. And we are sorry so many people have lost loved
ones because of the pandemic.

Carmina Stensland

We closed our time with our usual candle-lighting memorial,
adapted for the screen. People were invited to light candles in their
homes and put the names of loved ones remembered in the chat
box on the screen. While this was happening, we showed video of
previous candle-lighting ceremonies and some lovely classical guitar
music played by Carmina Stensland while Pete read the names out
loud from the chat box.

While seeing each other on a screen isn’t our best way to celebrate, we were happy to have the
technology available to, at least, see each other, to celebrate and remember the gift of dragonflies and our loved ones.
Thanks to all who made this possible. And thanks to all who volunteer and support us with donations. It’s because of you
and your heart that the message of hope and the dragonflies keep
showing up when they are needed most.
Videos of the annual celebration and the photo
We are already dreaming of seeing you in person next year (in
Minnesota) for the 20th Anniversary of The Dragonfly Project,
scheduled for March 12, 2022. Save the Date! See you then!

montage are available on our website as well as
a PDF of the program that has more information.
Go to dragonflyproject.org/annual-celebration
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A Story of Coincidences continued
My family and friends started to go to the event with me in
2012 and every year after that. Five months after his
attendance at the 2015 walk, Nathan passed away on February
13, 2016. Because of his love for fishing and the many fish
caught at a local nature center, we had a bench overlooking
the river dedicated to him on his birthday, May 28, 2016.
Many times, there have been massive amounts of dragonflies
in the parking lot and along the trail leading to his bench.
Tears come to my eyes every time I visit.
2015 Journey of Hope Walk

Dedication of memorial bench
& 25th birthday celebration
at 1000 Islands, Kaukauna, WI

Nathan’s Memorial Bench

That September in 2016, my friends and family attended the Journey of Hope Walk to
honor Nate. Two days before the walk, I receive a card, story, and keychain from The
Dragonfly Project in my mail. At the start of the walk every year, the microphone is
available for those that want to say something about beating a brain tumor or about a
loved one. At the event I told my story how I received this gift from The Dragonfly
Project two days ago. I then had my three grandkids, age 11, 14 and 16, read the story
by Walter Dudley Cavert. It was so touching and such a coincidence.
That year my heart tugged at me, touched by the volunteer who sent the card, a woman
named Jennifer. What better way to make an impact on those that are grieving over the
loss of a child. I had never known the dragonfly story before. In August of 2017 I wrote
to The Dragonfly Project and asked if I could volunteer. I was assigned a territory near
me in central Wisconsin to find obituaries and send a Dragonfly card, keychain, and the
Dragonfly story to offer hope in our time of grieving.

The Journey of Hope Walk was coming up in September and I was planning on going and
meeting up with friends and family again. My sister and her family from Minneapolis were
also coming and stayed at my home in Appleton the night before. During their visit, I told
my sister Mara, for the first time, that I had volunteered to send out cards for The
Dragonfly Project. To my amazement she said that she too had asked to volunteer! Her
territory was in Pennsylvania. How could that be – neither of us had discussed our
thoughts to each other during the whole year. Yet we were drawn to this project.
Coincidence, yes.

Nathan & Aunt Mara

The next day before the walk, I told Nate’s story and the coincidence with my sister,
finishing with the dragonfly story. So many people came up to me and said how
touching that was and that they had never heard the dragonfly story. One other
coincidence, in 2015, Nathan gave me an artsy birthday card loaded with dragonflies
and the saying, “By letting in the
light, we welcome transformation and
realization of dreams into our lives.”
2016 Journey of Hope Walk

In my mind, this is a story of
someone else in control, making circumstances happen and having
happy positive outcomes even though we are in a spot we all prefer not
to be in; but with coincidences, life
is bearable knowing that a card,
story and keychain can make
someone happy. Children that
have passed are looking down on
us and I believe they are trying to
make us smile.
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Post Office Mary continued
Inside the envelope was a “Dragonfly” card. It had a
beautiful dragonfly painting on the cover, a metal dragonfly
ornament inside (the kind suitable for use on a key chain),
and a dragonfly story.
Here is the story, by Walter Dudley Cavert:
In the bottom of an old pond lived some grubs who could not
understand why none of their group ever came back after crawling up
the stems of the lilies to the top of the water. They promised each
other that the next one who was called to make the upward climb
would return and tell what happened to him. Soon one of them felt an
urgent impulse to seek the surface, he rested himself on the top of a
lily pad and went through a glorious transformation which made him
a dragonfly with beautiful wings. In vain he tried to keep his promise.
Flying back and forth over the pond, he peered down at his friends
below. Then he realized that even if they could see him they would not
recognize such a radiant creature as one of their number.
The fact that we cannot see our friends or communicate with them
after the transformation, which we call death, is no proof that they
cease to exist.

And the facing page of the card says “May the love of friends
and family comfort you during this time.” The signature on
the inside of the card was “Mary at the Post Office.”
Well, at that time I was still writing 'Thank Yous' and
acknowledgments for memorial gifts that so many friends
and relatives had sent. At least a couple of times a week I
would make a run to the Post Office to mail them. Of
course, sometimes I had to go to the counter to have an item
weighed before mailing, or to buy stamps.

I suspect that on one of those Post Office visits the clerk
asked how I was. Well, one principle frequently mentioned in
the Faith Grief Support group meetings I attend is to be
honest with your feelings. So, I probably told the truth – that

Gary and Gayle Nereson

my wife had died several months ago, and that every day was
pretty difficult. She probably expressed her sympathy to me,
for which I would have thanked her and gone on my way.
I can only assume that clerk was Mary. She likely got my
name and address from the return label on my package, and
was kind enough to send me the dragonfly card.
That simple act of kindness had a big impact on me – a
complete stranger reaching out to send an uplifting
condolence card like that! The Cavert dragonfly story is an
analogy of dying and going to heaven to be sure. But, what a
beautiful story! It is another way to reinforce what I/we
already believe, much like a biblical parable.
I’d like to close with this prayer:
Today I will live and love fully.
Today I will appreciate my life.
Thank you, Lord, for giving me this day.
Help me to appreciate it and make it count.

Go to our website and consider making a donation and/or ordering cards to give to your
grieving loved ones. These are the current card designs available.
Go to dragonflyproject.org
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DONATIONS
A huge THANK YOU to all our faithful supporters. We are so grateful for your generosity with both financial
and volunteer support. The Dragonfly Project is able to continue bringing our message of hope only because of
your generosity! Memorials and honorariums are listed below and on the next page.

Memorials—September 2020 thru February 2021
In Memory of Jim Abbet
Given by Terrie Abbet
In Memory of Roger, Donald, Benjamin
Given by Kay Baalson
In Memory of Ilias Bailey
Given by Patricia Carley
In Memory of Trevor Ball
Given by Eric Ball
In Memory of Ginger Bauer
Given by Yvonne Johnson
In Memory of Mattie Becker
Given by Anne Spangler
In Memory of Carol Berg
Given by Marie Hasty
In Memory of Our Sweet Son, Bobby
Given by Lisa Sontag
In Memory of Hans Bonde & Earl Bonde
Given by Charlotte Bonde
In Memory of Hans Bonde
Given by Jessica and Joe LeCuyer
Given by Chris and Dwight Dyrud
Given by Paul and Nancy Judson
In Memory of Aunt Margarette Brooker
Given by Charlotte Brooker
& Gene Mammenga
In Memory of Margarette Brooker
Given by Georgia Savat
Given by Ruby Benson
Given by Marcia Kurtz
In Memory of Tony
Given by Carol Butterfield
In Memory of Kathy
Given by Daniel J Caminata
In Memory of Barbara Carlson
Given by Karli Knox
In Memory of Sean Carroll
Given by Cheryl Gibbons
In Memory of Chuck Churchill
Given by Marie Hasty
In Memory of Bob & Erlys Clarin
Given by Dennis O'Connell
In Memory of Dad
Given by Cary Tate
In Memory of Cary Daniels
Given by Robin Holland
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In Memory of William Enzor
Given by Amy Enzor
In Memory of Lorraine Fischer
Given by Charlotte Brooker
& Gene Mammenga
In Memory of Paul Fitzpatrick
Given by Kathy Fitzpatrick
In Memory of Edward Fitzsimons, Son
Given by Raymond Fitzsimons
In Memory of Hazel Gandrud
Given by Marie Hasty
In Memory of Dorothy Hallack
Given by Ginger Collyard
In Memory of Jesse Heller
Given by Dawn Heller
In Memory of Peter Hillesheim
Given by P. J. Heidelberg
In Memory of David Hobbs
Given by Sheryl Hobbs
In Memory of Helen Hunt
Given by Eleanor Laviolette
In Memory of Brianna Lyn Ingvall
Given by Mary Jane Ingvall
In Memory of Danielle Leah Jones
Given by Ladonna Kiefat
In Memory of Paul Christian Keller
Given by Gloria and Steve Keller
In Memory of Renee Kidd
Given by Susan Mary Kidd
In Memory of Cindy Swanson Kirkwold
Given by Geralyn Sorensen
In Memory of Patrick
Given by Judy Kornder
In Memory of Zachary Scott Kritenbrink
Given by Natalie Kritenbrink
In Memory of Donald Kroitzsk
Given by Pauline Popko
In Memory of Scott Larson
Given by Greg Larson
In Memory of Laura
Given by Anonymous
In Memory of Jay Lechler
Given by Jack and Jermaine Lechler
In Memory of Eric Leonard
Given by Rachael Leonard

In Memory of Verna Mae,
Melissa Sandry’s mother
Given by Thrivent Financial
Action Teams
In Memory of Our Son, Mark
Given by Beverly Bjerkebek
In Memory of Wally Marquardt
Given by Valerie Marquardt
& Greg Brooker
Given by Marcy Marquardt
Given by Beth Marquardt
In Memory of Zachary Scott Matschiner
Given by Kathy Matschiner
In Memory of Judy Mehne
Given by Diane Meier
In Memory of Susan Miner
Given by Charlotte & Paul Englund
In Memory of Michelle Molls
Given by Dennis Kinney
In Memory of Mom
Given by Cindy Pipenhagen
In Memory of Mom
Given by Cary Tate
In Memory of Della Moore
Given by Pamela Oconnell
In Memory of Rost Morris
Given by George and Angie Riedel
In Memory of John Mullan
Given by Roseanne McCollins
In Memory of Ray Nagell
Given by Helen and Ray Nagell
In Memory of Craig Napper
Given by Veronica Nepper
In Memory of Ryan Neiman
Given by Sharon Cardwell
In Memory of Sabrina Otte
Given by Liv Norderhaug
In Memory of Corey William Peihl
Given by Kris Piehl
In Memory of Troy Perron
Given by Virginia Johnson
In Memory of Betty Plattner
Given by Ladonna Kiefat
In Memory of Steve Plummer
Given by Joanne Popeson

In Memory of Ken and Randy
Given by Lori Prairie
In Memory of Hazel Rick
Given by Ellyn Erickson
In Memory of Loretta Salzer
Given by Janet Otten
In Memory of Marge Sandback
Given by Pat Miller
In Memory of Severin Savat
Given by Georgia Savat
In Memory of Sara Schewe
Given by Ruth Schewe
In Memory of Alex David Schlief
Given by Judith Schlief
In Memory of Rachel Ruschke
Schreiner
Given by Palmer & Lois Ruschke
In Memory of Mike Sires
Given by Judith Schlief
In Memory of Tiana Suarez
& her loving family
Given by BJ Montgomery
Discovery Foundation
In Memory of Miles M Sudbeck
Given by Nancee Sudbeck

The Dragonfly Project
Board of Directors
Karen Bonde
Chair
Janelle Stanton Soderberg
Vice Chair
Brianna Walvoort
Secretary
Winda Roets
Treasurer
P.J. Tombarge
Member at Large
Jennifer DeBruin
Member at Large

Executive Director
Pete Bonde

Founder
Anne Marquardt Brooker

In Memory of Ryan Trunzo
Given by Jill Trunzo
In Memory of Our Son, Tyson
Given by Peg Nimmick
In Memory of Kathleen Ulik
Given by Susan Gruenwald
In Memory of James Waddell
Given by Jeralyn Guthrie
In Memory of Jeffrey C. Wagenlander
Given by Margaret Wagenlander
In Memory of Bud Walker
Given by Marie Hasty
In Memory of Loretta Washkukn
Given by Ladonna Kiefat
In Memory of Jean M Weiss
Given by Robert Weiss
In Memory of Alberta Whitaker
Given by Norman Whitaker
In Memory of Julie Woltzen
Given by Joyce Woltzen
In Memory of Micah Wong
Given by Liv Norderhaug

Honorariums—
September 2020 thru
February 2021
In Honor of Earl Bonde & Hans Bonde
Given by Kris Bonde
In Honor of The Bonde Family
Given by Nancy and Paul
In Honor of Anne Brooker
Given by Anne Brooker
Given by Valerie Marquardt
& Greg Brooker
In Honor of Margarette Brooker
Given by Mark & Jana Bauer
In Honor of Jim G, July, Chuck
Given by Susan Gruenwald

Support The Dragonfly Project
with Thrivent Choice Dollars
Thrivent Choice is a member-advised charitable grant program of Thrivent
Financial in which members help Thrivent effectively distribute program
funds among eligible organizations. The Dragonfly Project is one such
organization and in 2020 we received $1,108 in donations. These following
members have designated dollars to The Dragonfly Project:
Audrey Parochka
Barbara Fagerberg
Bonnie K Kranzusch
Cynthia Sue Kaske
Debra A Stang
Jennifer De Bruin

Julie A Bonde
Michael J Kransuch
Patricia Ann Walberg
Pete B Bonde
Roxanne Dallmann

Thanks to everyone above who has made it possible for The Dragonfly
Project to receive additional donations through the Thrivent Choice program.
If you are a Thrivent Financial member, please visit
https://www.thrivent.com/thriventchoice to find out how you can donate
Choice Dollars to The Dragonfly Project.
Thrivent Financial is a financial services organization that helps Christians be wise with
money and live generously. They offer a broad range of products and services – including life
insurance, annuities and mutual funds – along with guidance from financial representatives
nationwide. For more than a century, they have helped nearly 2.4 million member-owners
make wise money choices that reflect their values. In addition, they provide opportunities for
them to be even more generous where they live, work and worship.
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A message
of hope
to those who
are grieving.

What is The Dragonfly Project?
The Dragonfly Project is a registered 501 ( c ) (3) non-profit that sends condolence cards carrying a message of hope to people who
are grieving. Our organization consists of volunteers who look up names in obituaries and help put together and mail packets out to
people who are grieving; usually 3 to 6 months after the death has occurred. Each packet contains a condolence card, a copy of the
dragonfly story printed on the inside cover and a dragonfly key chain.
Each year, thousands of dragonfly packets are sent throughout the United States and other countries to individuals who are grieving
the loss of a loved one. Each dragonfly packet costs $4.00 to make. The Dragonfly Project is operated by volunteers and a board of
directors. Donations are welcome. Your donations are tax deductible.
OUR BEGINNINGS
In 2000, when 11-year-old, Hans Bonde, died from a brain tumor, Anne Marquardt Brooker and her mother sent his family a story
about dragonflies and their significance in the cycle of life and death (written by Walter Dudley Cavert). The small gesture so moved
the grieving family with its "message of hope" that it inspired Anne to create a nonprofit corporation that would reach out to others
who were grieving the loss of a family member or friend. In 2002, when Anne was 11, she founded The Dragonfly Project to share
this message of hope with others.`
HOW CAN I GET A PACKET TO SEND TO SOMEONE?
To get a packet sent to you, please go to our website store (dragonflyproject.org/online-store) and order a card to be shipped to
you. Then you can sign and send the card to whomever you wish. The cards in our store have room for you to insert your own
message. Please allow 2 to 3 weeks to receive your order. It is never to late to tell someone you care about their loss.
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